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Sweet-like syndrome and multiple COVID arm
syndrome following COVID-19 vaccines:
‘specific’ patterns in a series of 192 patients
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DEAR EDITOR, For the past 2 years, the world has been facing a
new viral pandemic caused by the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus.
So far, about 11 billion doses of COVID-19 vaccines have
been administered globally, most of them being mRNA vaccines. While their overall good tolerance has been acknowledged, various delayed skin reactions, including large local
reactions named ‘COVID arm’, have been reported in several
countries.1–5
A nationwide survey-based study was conducted by the
French Society of Dermatology to describe the clinical and histological features of delayed skin reactions following COVID19 vaccines and to identify specific clinicopathological patterns. Between May and September 2021, French dermatologists reported delayed local-site or/and diffuse reactions. They
were invited to choose the most suitable diagnosis in a list of
previously published skin manifestations following COVID-19
vaccine,2 or they could choose ‘not applicable’ and propose
another diagnosis. Participants were invited to provide clinical
pictures and histology reports. All cases were reviewed by the
COVACSKIN steering committee to evaluate the diagnosis proposed for each patient or eventually reclassify it. The COVACSKIN study was approved by the Bordeaux University Hospital
ethical committee (no. APP-2021-17).
We recorded 194 individual questionnaires corresponding
to 192 patients (63% women, median age 54 years), among
whom 171 received an mRNA vaccine. Delayed skin reactions
mostly occurred after the first dose of vaccine, with a median
delay of 26 days. About 91% had delayed diffuse cutaneous
reactions, including 155% concomitantly presenting with a
local-site reaction. Among the 176 cases of delayed diffuse
cutaneous reactions, 66 were classified as ‘not applicable’. In
this category, we recorded seven acute generalized exanthematous pustulosis, two lupus, four bullous pemphigoid, seven
psoriasis and psoriasis-like reactions, seven pityriasis rosea-like
reactions, six lichen, six prurigo, three lichenoides pityriasis,
two rosacea, two multiform erythema, one lymphoedema,
one erythema nodosum and one cicatricial pemphigoid.
Aside from these, 17 cases presented with a pattern of
inflammatory, oedematous and erythematous papules or
plaques (Figure 1). For 13 of these cases, a histological
examination was performed by three dermatopathologists

(M.-L.J, P.M., P.S.). A post hoc evaluation of the clinical and
histological features led to the delineation of two specific subsets that shared a clinical presentation with inflammatory and
oedematous papules and plaques.
The first presentation (seven patients) occurred with a median time to onset of 7 days and corresponded to erythematous
and oedematous papules or plaques, sometimes developing
vesiculation or bullae, and resembling Sweet syndrome. Therefore, this pattern was named ‘Sweet-like syndrome’ (Figure 1a, b). Only two patients had a classical Sweet syndrome
histology showing a diffuse dermal neutrophilic infiltrate,
while two had a dermal infiltrate of histiocyte-like immature
myeloid cells compatible with histiocytoid Sweet syndrome
(Figure 1c, d). Importantly Sweet-like syndrome induced by
vaccines is not a contraindication to further vaccine injections.
Of the seven patients in this subset, six had further injections
and only one relapsed, although less severely, and two
patients presented with different cutaneous reactions following
the next injection.
The second presentation (five patients) occurred with a
median time to onset of 2 days and displayed multiple, large
and uniform oedematous plaques. As these plaques were
highly reminiscent of the ‘COVID arm’ description,1,2,5,6 we
proposed to name it ‘multiple COVID arm’ (MCA) (Figure 1e,
f). None of these patients had a typical COVID arm at the
injection site. Histological analyses of these reactions revealed
a perivascular and interstitial inflammatory infiltrate with eosinophils, consistent with a delayed-type hypersensitivity reaction (Figure 1g, h), similar to the histopathological features
reported in COVID arm.6,7 This peculiar clinicopathological
presentation has never been described as a vaccine side-effect
so far. The pathogenesis of MCA lesions is likely to be similar
to that of COVID arm, resulting from delayed hypersensitivity
to an immunogenic trigger, probably the COVID-19 vaccine.6
Of these five patients, four had further injections and two
relapsed.
Lastly, five patients had unique or multiple oedematous plaques that were not typical Sweet-like syndrome or MCA
lesions. Skin biopsies had been performed for only two of
them, respectively showing a dermal perivascular and
periadnexal lymphocytic infiltrate resembling perniosis, and a
vacuolar interface dermatitis. McMahon et al. have recently
reported the histological features of 58 diffused skin reactions
and revealed 13 different clinicopathological patterns.8 Among
these patterns, a spectrum of lesions displaying different
degrees of spongiosis and interface changes was identified
and named vaccine-related eruption of papules and plaques
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Figure 1 Sweet-like syndrome and multiple-COVID-arm reactions following COVID-19 vaccines. (a, b) Clinical pictures of Sweet-like syndrome
lesions. (c) Skin biopsy displaying features of classical Sweet syndrome with papillary dermis oedema and a dense inflammatory infiltrate of mature
neutrophils involving the whole dermis (9 40, haematoxylin–erythrosine–saffron). Inset: mature neutrophils (9 340). (d) Skin biopsy displaying
histiocytoid Sweet syndrome with an intense bullous dermal oedema, and an underlying dense, bandlike, inflammatory infiltrate involving the
superficial and mid-dermis (9 25, haematoxylin–erythrosine–saffron). Inset: mononuclear cells showing elongated nuclei and scant eosinophilic
cytoplasm mimicking small histiocytes (9 350). (e, f) Clinical pictures of multiple-COVID-arm lesions. (g) Skin biopsy displaying spongiotic epidermal changes and a moderate perivascular and interstitial inflammatory infiltrate involving the superficial dermis (9 200, haematoxylin–erythrosine–saffron). (h) Skin biopsy showing dermal inflammatory infiltrate with perivascular lymphocytes and a few scattered eosinophils (9 200,
haematoxylin–erythrosine–saffron).

(V-REPP).8 While MCA lesions displayed some spongiosis,
they were clinically distinct from V-REPP lesions, and so were
‘Sweet-like syndrome’ lesions.
In conclusion, we confirmed the broad diversity of delayed
cutaneous reactions following COVID-19 vaccines. In addition,
we report two specific clinical patterns of oedematous and
inflammatory manifestations, including ‘Sweet-like syndrome’
and ‘multiple-COVID-arm’ lesions.
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